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Abstract 
We discuss a method for a flexible high accuracy discretization of geometric data, which 
provides an efficient solution of a global motion planning problem. This method is based on 
Taylor polynomials representation i smooth regions and on “normal forms” representation for 
singularities. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we describe an approach for constructing an efficient global motion- 
planning algorithm. Our approach is based on a flexible high-order discretization of 
geometric data (see [2,8,9, 18,201) which allows one to describe efficiently the so- 
called “free configuration space” of the problem and subsequently to find the required 
motion trajectory. (See, for example, [13, 14, 161 for an introduction to motion planning 
problems in robotics.) 
Let B be a system comprising a collection of rigid subparts, some of which might 
be attached to each other at certain joints, while others might move independently. 
Suppose B has a total of C degrees of freedom, that is, each placement of B can 
be specified by / real parameters, each representing some relationship (orientation. 
displacement, etc.) between certain subparts of B. Suppose further that B is free to 
move in a two- or three-dimensional space amidst a collection of obstacles 0 whose 
geometry is known. Typical values of ! range from 2 (for a rigid object translating on 
a planar floor - without rotating - for example) to 6 (the typical number of joints for 
a manipulator arm). The values can also be much larger, for example, when we need 
to coordinate the motion of several independent systems in the same workspace. 
Let PC Iw’ denote the space of the parameters of our problem. 
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The motion planning problem for B is: given an initial placement 21 and a desired 
target placement 22 of B, determine whether there exists a continuous obstacle-avoiding 
motion of B from Zl to 22, and, if so, plan such a motion. 
The proposed method is based on Kolmogorov’s optimal representation of smooth 
functions on one hand (see [12]), and on Normal Forms method on the other (see, for 
example, [ 1, lo]). It consists of the following basic steps: 
1. A required accuracy (or a tolerance) E > 0 is fixed. 
2. Functions, surfaces and other objects involved are represented on a certain grid, 
up to accuracy E, by Taylor polynomials at smooth regions, and by “normal forms” 
near singularities. (A normal form is an analytic representation of a singularity, up to 
a given order of accuracy, containing a corresponding finite number of parameters.) 
(No “glueing” of local representations as above is performed. In fact, since the 
discrepancy between the local representations is the same as the discretization error, 
this glueing is unnecessary. This, together with a relative insensitivity of the method to 
the precise geometry of the grid, eliminates necessity of the domain subdivision, which 
presents one of the main computational bottlenecks in many schemes. This is especially 
important in problems with complicated and dynamically changing geometry.) 
Let FP 2 P denote the “free configuration space” of the moving system B; that 
is, FP is the G-dimensional parametric space of all free placements of B (the set of 
placements of B in which B does not intersect any obstacle). Each point z in FP is 
a L-tuple giving the values of the parameters controlling the / degrees of freedom 
of B at the corresponding placement. Clearly, finding a motion from a placement Zi 
represented by zi E P, to Zz represented by ~2, is equivalent to joining zi and z2 by a 
continuous path in FP. 
The most important part of our approach is a representation of the free configuration 
space of the problem in the same data structure as above. This is achieved by first 
analytic representation of FP on a certain grid in P through the geometry of the initial 
data and then explicit solving of the equations involved, up to a prescribed accuracy, 
in terms of Taylor series. 
When the description of FP is completed, the algorithm starts the construction of 
the trajectory. It is based on a dynamic programming approach (signal expansion): the 
gridpoint, corresponding to the initial position Zl of the system, sends to its neighbors 
a signal, which is transmitted further by points in FP and which “dies” at other points. 
When the gridpoint corresponding to a target placement 22 receives this signal, it 
recovers the trajectory by “inverse reading”. 
Thus our approach is based on a high-order representation of the free configuration 
space on a certain grid. 
In any grid-based representation (or approximation) of mathematical data, the most 
important trade-off, which ultimately determines its efficiency, is between the density 
of the grid and the complexity of the data at each gridpoint. This local complexity 
can be roughly characterized by the number of real parameters, memorized at each 
gridpoint. For example, in approximation of smooth functions of II variables, one pa- 
rameter per gridpoint corresponds to a zero-order approximation. Various kth order 
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approximations require about l/n! k” parameters per gridpoint. But also in situations 
where represented data contain geometric or combinatorial parameters, singularities, 
etc., the local representation complexity can be roughly measured in the same way. 
(A part of this discussion can be made rigorous by restricting, for example, to semi- 
algebraic representations and their semialgebraic complexity. For smooth functions see 
[12,19].) 
An important fact is that in many situations one can prove or verify experimentally 
that a “high-order” representation presents a much better choice than a zero-order one. 
It may raise efficiency in orders of magnitude. In some cases this fact is well-known, 
in others it may be rather surprising, in particular if one cannot expect apriori any 
smoothness of the data involved. Efficiency of a flexible high-order discretization, based 
on polynomial and normal forms representation has been demonstrated for solving 
elliptic and parabolic PDE’s in [ 18,2], and for image compression and processing in 
[9]. We started investigation of this approach to motion planning problems in [8,20]. 
From the point of view of known motion planning algorithms, our algorithm, and 
specially its planar polynomial implementation, can be characterized as a combination 
of a roadmap and a cell-decomposition approaches (see [13]). Some of its parts are 
not new (see, for example, [13, Chapter 61). So let us explain here what specific points 
we consider as new and important for out approach. 
1. Our local desciptions of the free configuration space FP may disagree up to 2r: 
on U, n U,J for neighboring gridpoints p and p’. This disagreement is caused by two 
reasons: 
~ the first-order approximation we use for the nonlinear boundary of FP, 
_ the distribution of information between the gridpoint, where p can ignore a part of 
FP, represented at p’. 
2. We do not use in any form a local puvtition of the configuration space P. Instead, 
we operate directly with nonconforming and overlapping local representations. Both 
features, 1 and 2, involve some technical difficulties in realization, but they strongly 
reduce the processing complexity, and allow for a very convenient organization of 
information exchange (see Section 7 below for a discussion). 
3. A local complexity bound, which we introduce (see Sections 3-5 below) plays 
a very important role in organization of the algorithm. Some of its consequences are 
discussed in Section 7. 
4. lnformation flow (see Sections 2 and 5 below). This is one of the very important 
features of our approach. Our first experiments (as well as some preliminary complexity 
estimates, given in Section 7) show that the proposed organization of the information 
exchange reduces complexity in order of magnitude (up to l/h times, where h is the 
gridsize). Also a parallel implementation becomes very natural in our framework. Both 
these aspects are presented in detail in Section 5. 
5. The data structure constructed allows for a natural extension to the non-polygonal 
case and to higher order representation. See Section 6 below. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we illustrate all the main features of 
the FHOD approach on a simple example of computing a distance function to a smooth 
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curve on the plane. In Section 3 we give a general description of the motion planning 
algorithm. In Section 4 a specific algorithm for planar polygonal problems is described. 
Section 5 contains a detailed description of a parallel implementation of our algorithm 
and of the information flow, which plays a central role in this implementation. Section 6 
describes an extension of the algorithm to nonpolygonal plane objects, and in Section 7 
some complexity issues are discussed. Some testing results are represented in Section 5, 
part 7. 
2. Computing a distance function to a plane curve 
Let & be a smooth curve in the unit square Z2 = [0, l] x [0, l] in the plane. We want 
to compute, with a given accuracy E > 0, a distance function d(x,y) of a point (x,y) 
to the curve d: 
4x9 Y) = &, [(x - VI2 + (Y - WI21 
= ,“n& d-G Y> v, w>  (x, Y) E I2 . 
First we have to specify what we mean by computing d(x, v). In the motion planning 
problems which we have in mind, this function is to be used for a further processing 
(in constructing a free configuration space, etc.). Hence we need not a value of d(x, y) 
at a certain given point (x,y), but rather a convenient representation of d(x,y) on its 
domain. So we can formulate the problem as follows: 
&-approximate d(x, y) on I2 by a simple jimction 2(x, y), allowing for a fast pro- 
cessing, and in particular for a fast computation of 2(x, y) at any given point (x, y) E 
12. 
This statement of the problem is not specific for robotics. Essentially the same re- 
quirements arise in many other situations in numerical analysis, for example, in solving 
PDEs. 
There exist various powerful approximation tools - Fourier analysis, polynomial 
approximation, splines, finite elements, etc. However, their application in our specific 
problem encounters serious difficulties. First of all, d(x, y) is only continuous in Z2, 
but its first-order derivatives jump (on the “equidistant” line, shown in Fig. 1). It 
is well-known that a global Fourier or polynomial approximation converges poorly 
on such functions. Hence we are forced to localize the approximation. We introduce 
a certain grid and try to approximate d by more local tools, like splines or finite 
elements. But still, the approximation near singularities remains problematic, unless we 
perform a strong grid refinement near singularities. This is highly undesirable since the 
complexity of our representation increases drastically. 
We also encounter another difficulty: both splines and finite elements are best fitted 
for linear problems, while a computation of d(x, y) is a highly nonlinear one. Fortu- 
nately, Singularity Theory provides tools which overcome both difficulties mentioned 
above. These tools are “jet calculus” and “normal forms”. 
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2.1. A regular case 
Let us consider first a regular case. Assume that for a certain (~0, y(j) E I’, mint,,,, jE, 
y(xa,ya,o, w) is attained at the only point (va,wa) E 6, and that this minimum is non- 
degenerate. Assume that the curve P is given by a parametric representation z(t), \I*( f ). 
t E [0, 11, and that ~0 = n(to), w. = w(fo). Substituting into g gives d(x,y) = min, g(x, 
y, tl(t),~(t)) = min, g(x, y, t). Thus, to find d(x, y) for (x, y) near x0, yo, we first have 
to find a solution t(x, y) of (ag/Zt)(x, y, t) = 0 near to (which exists and is uniquely de- 
fined because of a nondegeneracy of the minimum at to). Then u’(x, y) = g(x, y, t(x, _v)). 
In what follows, we use the terms “Taylor polynomials” and “jets” as synonymous. 
Now let us assume that the Taylor polynomials of n(t) and w(t) at to of degree 
k are known. Substituting into g(x,y,t), we find a Taylor polynomial of g(x,y, t) at 
x0, yo, to. Then an application of the elementary calculus (an implicit function theorem) 
allows one to compute a degree k Taylor polynomial of d(x, y) at x0. y(). (The fact 
that the degree does not drop to k - 1 is a little bit less obvious.) 
An important point is that all these Taylor polynomials (or jets) calculations can 
be done once for ever, producing an algebraic formula; its input is the set of Taylor 
coefficients of z(t) and w(t) at to, and its output is the set of Taylor coefficients of 
d(x,y) at XO,_YO. 
Since this formula is rather long, let us give as an example its one-dimensional 
variant for k = 2. Let ,f(x) = min). g(x, y), 
f(x) = Yo - &+(-E) 
- \ 
(x - x0) + ; (l L $,J j,_ - g,. (x -- x0)2 + O(h3 ) ( 1) 
Here ya,gz,yYl, etc. are the Taylor coefficients of g up to the second order at (xo,yo), 
i.e., the coefficients of its second-order jet at this point. (We would like to thank 
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L. Trainin, who provided us the above formula.) Formula (1) gives a simple example 
of jet-calculus operations. 
Now let us fix a regular grid G of the step h in Z*, and let us compute the Taylor 
polynomials Pi of degree k of d(x, JJ) at all the points zi = (xi, vi) E G, which are not 
close to singularities of d, using the formula (1) above. (We postpone a question of 
finding for each xi, yi the value ti, at which the minimum min, g(xi, yi, t) is attained.) 
Since the remaining term in the Taylor formula of degree k is of order 12 - zglk+‘, 
the accuracy of a Taylor approximation which we get, using in an h-neighborhood U,, 
of each gridpoint z; E G the Taylor polynomial Pi at this point, is of order hkf ’ If 
h < E’/(~+‘), we get a required s-accuracy. 
Notice that the Taylor polynomials of d(x, y) which we have computed, do not agree 
with one another at the overlapping parts of the neighborhoods U,,. However, they can 
disagree only up to E, and hence they provide a required solution of our problem at 
the regular points. 
It is important to stress that we have no reason to subdivide our domain Z* into cells 
Ci, on which the polynomials P, are used. Such a subdivision would be combinatorially 
complicated, and would have nothing to do with our function d(x, y). We neither try 
to adjust the values of Pi or of their derivatives on the overlapping parts of Ui. Such a 
fitting would require additional degrees of freedom, and would thus reduce the accuracy 
of an approximation of a given complexity. 
We rather consider our function d as an ideal object, which is represented, up to an 
accuracy 6, by P, on overlapping neighborhoods Ui (Fig. 2). However, any analytic 
operation on d can be translated into the terms of this representation. 
2.2. Singularities 
Let us now assume that we want to approximate d(x, y) in a neighborhood of its 
singular point. One of the results in Singularity Theory (see [6]) describes all the 
singular points, which can appear for a generic choice of the curve 8. They are: (a) 
double points (or ridges), (b) triple points (or vertices), and (c) “cusps”. (The points 
a-c in Fig. 1.) Let us describe these three cases in more detail. 
(a) Ridge. The minimum min,(xo, yo, t) is attained at exactly two points to, tl, both 
nondegenerate. If we denote by WO and WI small neighborhoods of to and tl on &, then 
&(x, y) = min,Ew, &,y,t) and dlb,y) = m&w, &,y,t) are regular near (XO,YO), 
and locally d = min(do,di). 
(b) Vertex. The minimum is attained at exactly three points to, tl, t2, all nondegener- 
ate, and the three vectors from (x0, ~0) to the closest points on 8 form a nondegenerate 
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triangle. The branches do,dl,dz, defined as above, are regular and d = min(da,dl ,dz) 
near (x0, ~0). 
(c) Cusp. This type of singularities appears when the minimum is attained at exactly 
one point to, but the distance of (xa,yo) to to is exactly the curvature radius of / at 
to (see Fig. 1). (There is also an additional nondegeneracy condition.) The following 
result describes the structure of this singularity. 
Proposition (Bryzgalova [6]). Let (xo,yo) he a cusp point qf d. Then there exists 
a smooth coordinate system i,.$ in a neighborhood qf x0, yo and a smooth ,jimt.tion 
h(x”,j) such that 
d(Z, j) = mjn(r4 + X-r2 + jk) + h(f, y) 
The singular .set of’d near (x0, yo) is given by j = 0, .f-60 
This description allows us to effectively construct an approximation of d near generic 
singularities, as follows. Assume that a gridpoint z, E G contains in its h-neighborhood 
U,, a singularity of d of type a, b or c. (Once more, we postpone the discussion of 
the problem of determining the presence and the type of the singularity, and of finding 
the extremal points to, tt, TV.) 
a. We compute the Taylor polynomials Pp and Pj of do, dl at (x,, y,) as described 
above. We find a Taylor polynomial of the singular curve near (xi,y;), solving the 
equation Pp - P,’ = 0 in terms of the Taylor coeficients: Let F(x,y) at (0,O) be 
represented by a jet 
e + UlX + a2y + a,,x2 + 2a,2xy + a22y2 : 
with e = O(h), a2 of order 0( 1) and the rest of the coefficients not greater than 0( 1). 
(These conditions guarantee that the solution y = $(x) of F(x,y) = 0 passes in an 
h-neighborhood of the origin.) Then I/J is given by 
.Y = $(x) 
= -( l/az)[eaz + a22e2) + (alas - 2al2a2e + 2aIa&e)x 
f(a,,aZ - 2a12a,a2 + a,,a:)X2]. (2) 
(This formula is another very simple example of jet-calculus.) Finally, we memorize 
at the gridpoint zi the type of the singularity (edge), two Taylor polynomials P”, P,‘, 
and the Taylor polynomial of the singular curve C. (The approximate value of d can 
be found then by 2 = min(PF, P,‘) or, alternatively, by d” = Pp or Pf , depending on 
what side of the singular curve we are.) 
b. We compute Pp, P,‘, P’, the parts of C given by P” -P’ = 0, P” - P2 = 0, 
P” - P3 = 0, and the vertex itself as the solution of the system P” - P’ = 0, P” - P2 = 
0. (This solution can be given by an explicit formula as above (see [7], the section 
“Inversion of regular jets”.) As in part a, we memorize the type of singularity, the 
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Taylor polynomials Pf, Pi’, P,‘, the coordinates of the vertex, and the Taylor polynomials 
of c. 
c. We compute the Taylor polynomials of the coordinate transformation (x,y) + 
(x”, F) and of h. The type of singularity and these two jets are memorized (the equation 
of C is given by j = 0, Td 0). An effective computation of these data is described 
in [7, Chapter 51. It is based on the following construction: let n(t) be a unit normal 
vector to 8 at v(t),w(t), pointing into the direction of the point (x0, ya), which is the 
cusp singularity of d. 
Consider the mapping 4: R2 --+ R*, 4(&p) = (Nt),w(f)> + p(t) = ky). Then 
clearly, for by) = 4(&p) (near (xo,Yo)), d(x,y) = p2, and if PO = dm, and 
to is as above, then 4 has at (to,po) the cusp singularity in the Whitney sense [lo]. If 
we invert 4 near (x0, yo), i.e., find t(x, y), p(x, y) such that (x, y) = &t(x, y), p(x, y)), 
we have d(x,y) = p*(x, y). However, an effective jet inversion of mappings R* + 
R2 (including cusp singularities) is described in detail in [7, Chapter 51. (These jet- 
inversion operations form another, less trivial, part of the jet-calculus library.) 
We call the type of information which we memorize at near singular gridpoints 
“normal forms”, according to the usage of the term in Singularity Theory. 
Let us summarize the construction given in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above. 
(i) At each regular gridpoint, a Taylor polynomial of d is memorized. 
(ii) At each near-singular gridpoint, a normal form of the corresponding singularity 
of d is memorized. 
(iii) These local representations form an overlapping a-approximation of d. No sub- 
division of I2 or fitting of local representations is performed. 
(iv) These data are constructed using the jet-calculus operations, described above. 
Notice that while the direct computation of d near singularities is ill-posed (for ex- 
ample, using formula (1) at cusp points is impossible, since the denominator is small), 
the computation of the normal forms is numerically well-posed (as the computation of 
coordinate transformations at the cusp point, described in [7, Chapter 51). 
2.3. Information flow 
Now we describe a very important part of our algorithm - an information flow, which 
provides each gridpoint with exactly the information required to decide what type of 
singularity is encountered, and to compute the above normal forms. This information 
flow is based on the following general property of our representation, which we call 
“geometric tolerance”: the precise position of the point, where the Taylor polynomial 
is computed, is not important. It can be shifted up to h within the same accuracy. In 
particular, to compute jet of d at (xo,yo), it is enough to know the jet of L at a point 
F, h-close to to, where the min, g(x0, yo, t) is attained. 
Now the standard organization of the computations, described in Sections 2 and 3, 
would be the following: we pass from one gridpoint to another, and at each gridpoint 
zi = (xi, yl) we first find all the points tj for which the min,(x,, yi, t) is attained. This 
procedure is quite complicated, and must be repeated for each gridpoint zi (of course, 
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important simplifications, like continuation methods, can be applied). Instead, we do 
the following (see Fig. 3): 
(i) We choose an h-grid r on the curve /. 
(ii) For each gridpoint yi E I?, we send the ,jet c!f‘C at 7, along the normal line to 
/ ut i’;. 
More precisely, we consider all the gridpoints z, of G which are on the 
distance of order h from this normal, and memorize at zj both the jet of / at 
;‘,, and the time when this information did arrive (assuming it travels along the 
normals with the unit velocity). 
(iii) If a certain gridpoint zj E G receives information from several normals, it 
memorizes only those which did arrive at approximately the same earliest time. 
Since the nearest point to (x,~) on Cc lies on the normal to /, and since the travelling 
time of the information in the above process is proportional to the distance to /, we see 
that after the information exchange is completed, each gridpoint of G possesses exactly 
the information it needs for the rest of the computation (which are now done at each 
gridpoint locally and completely independently). Of course, in this short outline we 
have ignored the questions of information density (and even information “blow up’s”) 
which arise in this flow. However, these problems are related to the mathematical 
nature of the function we want to construct, and cannot be avoided. 
3. Representation of FP and construction of the trajectory 
We construct a representation of FP in the following form: 
We fix a certain grid G c P with the step h in a configuration space P. At each 
gridpoint p we keep a description (up to accuracy e) of the free space FP in an 
h-neighborhood U, of p. The precise geometry of U, is not very important, but we 
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assume that 
U U,=P. 
PEG 
Let us stress once more that we do not subdivide the space P into cells. Such a 
subdivision would introduce a complicated combinatorial-geometric structure, which 
has nothing to do with the initial problem. In particular, we avoid any consideration 
involving the boundaries of the neighborhoods UP. Instead we require only that the 
local description of FP, stored at the gridpoint p E G would be a-accurate on UP. 
consequently, local represen~tions of FP at two neighbo~ng gridpoints p and p’ 
may disagree up to 2~ in UP n U,J. However all the geometric info~ation required in 
a subsequent processing, can be easily read off these data. 
Let us describe now in more detail the information stored at each gridpoint. 
(i) If for p E G, U, is completely inside FP or completely outside it, one bit, 
representing this information is stored at p. 
(ii) If UP contains exactly one part of the boundary FP’ of FP and FP’ n U, is 
smooth, we represent FP in UP as follows: 
a. We permute coordinates ~1,. . . ,xf in P (C = dim P) in such a way that FP in UP 
be given by an inequality x8 < $(xt , . . . ,xf_ 1). 
b. We approximate $ by its k-th order Taylor pol~omial Q (or k-jet) at p, 
Thus FP in U, is described by the pe~utation of coordinates and by the coefficients 
of the degree k polynomial (or k-jet) Q: 
FP = {xp < Q(n~,*..,xr-I)} . 
(iii) If FP il U, contains more than one boundary component, or these components 
have singularities, we represent FP in UP by a “normal form”. We do not give a precise 
definition of normal forms, but rather describe their structure and the requirements they 
must satisfy. 
A “normal form” here is a mathematical description of the set FP f! U,, which 
contains: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
1. 
2. 
Some discrete parameters, specifying geomet~c-combinatorial relations between the 
objects (hypersurfaces) involved in our description, and the types of their singular- 
ities. 
Some continuous parameters, characterizing the structure, defined in a. 
Some smooth functional parameters - coordinate transformations, smooth component 
of the hypersurfaces involved, etc. These functions are represented by their Taylor 
polynomials (or jets) of a certain order k. 
Normal forms used must satisfy the following two requirements: 
Under an appropriate choice of the parameters involved, given FP can be E- 
approximated (in a Hausdorff metric) by the set F?; described by our normal form. 
The local motion planning problem for F?j; must be solvable within the complexity, 
equivalent to the complexity of the description. 
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This very requirement bounds above the of the 
representation, and, the maximal gridsize. Indeed, is well 
that in global setting complexity of planning may exponential 
in size of input. 
Clearly, description in above satisfies requirements. In 4 below 
describe in detail normal used for polynomial motion 
(iv) The 2(iii) provides upper bound the local of 
the It may out that some gridpoints E G, FP n Up cannot be 
i:-approximated within this bound. In such points we use the best approximation to FP 
we can get within our complexity bound and mark them accordingly. 
In a specific example in Section 4 below maximum 20 parameters per gridpoint was 
allowed. We have found that in most complicated examples only a small percentage 
of the gridpoints were not processed within this limit. 
(v) We construct a “local connection” algorithm, which for any gridpoint p E G 
and for any two points zr,z2 E FP n Up finds whether zI and 22 belong to the same 
connected component of FPC’ Up, and if so, joins them by a continuous path in FPil Up. 
By (iv) above, the complexity of this algorithm is of the same order as the complexity 
of the local description of FP. 
(vi) As the local approximation of FP on the grid G is completed we construct the 
“adjacency graph” AC as follows: 
a. For each gridpoint p E G with FP n Up # 8 we fix one or several vertices ~ one 
for each connected component of FP (1 Up. 
b. We join two vertices at two neighboring gridpoints p and p’ if and only if they 
correspond to the same connected component of FP n (Up U U/,1 ). 
Together with the adjacency graph AG we produce a network NAG, which is a 
“realization” of AC: for each vertex of AC we fix a representting point in the corre- 
sponding local connected component of FP, and for any edge in AC we fix a path in 
FP, joining the corresponding representing points. 
This completes the grid description of the free configuration space FP. 
C3iven this description, the motion planning itself is performed as follows: we start 
with the initial placement Zl of our system. Let it be represented by zr E FP. Using 
the “local connection” algorithm, we join zt in FP with the representing point in the 
same local connected component of FP. Now we start “signal expansion” on the graph 
AG from the corresponding vertex: on the first step only the starting vertex is marked; 
on subsequent steps each vertex, joined with a marked one, is marked. Let M be the 
number of edges in AC. If after M + 1 steps, the vertex, corresponding to the final 
position, is not marked, the problem has no solution. If it was marked for the first time 
on a certain step, by inverse reading the edges, along which the signal was transmitted, 
we recover the required trajectory in the graph AC. Finally, interpreting this trajectory 
on the realization network NAG, we get a continuous path in FP, joining the initial and 
the final positions of the system B. By construction, this path is essentially optimal. 
Notice that an a-tolerance in the description of the geometry, which is basic for 
our approach, requires the following interpretation of the results of the algorithm: If 
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Planar polygonal motion planning 
Let our system B comprise one rigid planar part, moving in a square Z2 = [0, l] x 
[0, l] C: R2 amidst a collection of plane obstacles Oi in 1*. 
Then the configuration space P is a cube P = [0, l] x [0, l] x [0,2x] in R3, with the 
coordinates (x, y, cp). Here X, y are the coordinates of a certain fixed point in B, and cp 
is a rotation angle of B with respect to some fixed direction. 
We assume that B and Oi are convex polygons. This assumption does not restrict 
seriously the geometry of the obstacles, since the number of Oi’s may be big. Also 
more complicated systems B can be considered exactly in the same way. 
To describe the geometry of the free configuration space FP C P let us consider first 
a slice of P, corresponding to the fixed value of the rotation angle cp. Let us assume 
also that only one convex polygon 0 is present. 
In this case the complement of FP, the “collision space” CP, is a convex polygon 
0 $ B (the sum in the sense of convex analysis). The edges of its boundary correspond 
to situations where a vertex of B touches an edge of 0, or vice versa (Fig. 4). 
Vertices of the boundary of FP correspond to the situations shown in Fig. 5. Each 
of the edges of the boundary is parallel either to the edge of 0 or to the edge of B, 
according to their mutual position, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Now let us return to the entire configuration space P. As cp varies, B rotates around 
the fixed point. From Fig. 5 it follows that the vertices of the boundary FP’ are shifted 
opposite to the vertices of B, the edges of FP’, corresponding to the edges of B, rotate 
to the same angle, and the edges of FP’, corresponding to the edges of 0, move 
without rotation. 
Thus the boundary of FP in P is formed by ruled surfaces, corresponding to rotating 
edges of B or to fixed edges of 0, respectively. These surfaces change their type (and 
Fig. 4 
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lose differentiability) as one of the edges of the vertex of B, colliding with 0, becomes 
parallel to the corresponding edge of 0. 
Let us now describe the grid representation of Ff. It follows a general scheme, 
given in Section 3 above, with the following specific implementation choices: 
1. We use a uniform grid G in P of the size h. As UP we use the balls of the radius 
(&/2)h, centered at p E G. 
2. We approximate locally the ruled surfaces, bounding FP, by the first order Taylor 
polynomials. Thus k is equal to one in our implementation, and we can get an accuracy 
of order h*, where h is the gridsize. In the examples below h is usually between 1 iI 0 
to l/20, so our accuracy E is about l/100, i.e., 1% of the size of the initial square. 
3. For each gridpoint p E G 2 P we first of all find (applying a fast O-order algo- 
rithm) the “active” vertices and edges of B and U,. The “active” elements are those, 
whose collision may occur for the phase parameters (x, y, cp) of B in a neighborhood 
UP. (See Section 5 below, where a much more efficient information exchange scheme 
is presented.) 
4. For each couple of active elements, one of B and another of O,, we represent 
UP n FP(0;) by a half-space or the union of two half-spaces, according to Fig. 5. 
(Remember that since we use a linear approximation for the ruled surfaces, bounding 
FP, each edge of FP’ on Fig. 5 appears as a plane in P). 
5. Finally, FP n Up = (n FP(0;)) n Up, where we intersect the free spaces of all 
the active obstacles. In this intersection we represent each FP(0,) by a corresponding 
half-space or the union of two half-spaces. 
6. The maximal complexity of the description (see 3(iv) above) is a parameter in 
our implementation. However, in all the examples tested it was chosen as follows: We 
allow at most 4 half-spaces to participate in a local description of FP. Therefore in 
describing the rest of our implementation we always assume that the local complexity 
does not exceed this limit (see Section 7 below for a discussion). 
Fig. 6 below represents all the collision (or, rather, near-collision) types which can 
be represented within our complexity limits. 
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P, respectively. Generically, 
collisions of type IV cannot occur for any placement of B at all. 
However, since we represent at our gridpoints h-near-collisions, the representations 
of types I-III appear at each p E G, for which UP contains points of a corresponding 
surface, line or discrete set. Our experiments show that also near-collisions of type IV 
appear quite frequently in problems of the complexity as in examples below, while 
more complicated near-collisions are rare at this complexity level. 
7. We construct a “local connection” algorithm as follows: FPn Up is represented by 
an intersection of unions of halfspaces. Each expression of this type can be alternatively 
represented as the union of intersections. For example, denoting Hi the corresponding 
half-spaces, we have 
In this way we represent FP n Up as a union of convex subsets IQ; each one 
given as an intersection of half-spaces. For any 5 we check whether V, n Up = 0. 
If this intersection is not empty, we produce a point in it. (These are “representing 
points”, as in 3 (vi) above). The same is done for any convex set V,, n Vi,. Clearly, 
maximal chains of Vj with consequent nonempty intersections in Up form connected 
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components of 
n Up. Then z is joined by a straight segment with 
the representing point in V,. 
Notice that by our complexity bound, the number of the convex subparts C; of 
FPf? Up does not exceed 4. Therefore the complexity of the local connection algorithm 
remains bounded by a few applications of the routine, producing a point in a convex 
set, obtained as an intersection of half-spaces and the sphere. Although constructing 
such a routine in a numerically stable way is not completely straightforward, it is 
reduced to several direct calculations. This routine is described in detail in [7, Chapter 
41. The combinatorial complexity of this routine is the main factor which determines 
the choice of our complexity bound. See the discussion in Section 7 below, on the 
influence of this choice on the overall complexity of the algorithm. 
Besides these implementation details, our planar polygonal motion planning algorithm 
follows the general scheme, given in Section 3. 
5. Parallel implementation of the motion planning algorithm 
As was briefly explained in the Introduction, there is a very natural way of parallel 
implementation of the algorithms, based on the FHOD approach. We just have to 
place a processor at each node of the grid, and allow the neighboring processors 
to communicate. In this work, the parallel implementation of the motion planning 
algorithm has been investigated in detail. In particular, the software implementation of 
the algorithm has been constructed in two versions: The first one as a usual sequential 
program, and the second as a precise simulation of a parallel computational process. 
The main problems that we have investigated with respect to this parallel implemen- 
tation, concern a mathematical structure of the algorithm - exactly how the processing 
can be split between the processors, and how the information flow between the pro- 
cessors can be organized. Consequently, from the very beginning we have fixed one 
of the possible parallel implementation models and architectures, and did not try to 
investigate other possible ones. 
The model chosen is specified as follows: 
1. The processors C, are identical, and form a three-dimensional array, in which 
the processor C, corresponds to the point zP of our basic grid G in a configuration 
space P. 
2. Each processor has a symmetric communication gate, joining it with each one of 
the neighboring processors in the grid. 
3. The computation is sinchronous, and is performed in cycles. Each computational 
cycle is followed by an information exchange cycle. 
4. Each processor transmits information to its neighboring processors, according to 
its output on the previous computational cycle. 
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5. In addition, on each information exchange cycle the host computer can force 
the processors to simultaneously transmit the same type of information in the same 
direction. (Therefore we do not assume that the host computer has an independent 
communication channel with each processor.) 
Now the parallel implementation of the motion planning algorithm, described in 
Section 4 above, is organized as follows: 
5.1. Data loading 
The input data of the algorithm consists of the description of the polygonal moving 
body and the obstacles. Each one of them is given as an intersection of the half-planes. 
5.1. I. The host computer starts loading the obstacles. It sends the message to each 
one of the processors, denoting the beginning of the loading of the first obstacle. 
Then the host sends the coefficients of the equation of the first half-plane of the first 
obstacle to all the processors. On the following computational cycles, each processor 
C, checks whether its h-neighborhood UP is completely inside the half-plane, outside 
of it, or intersects both with the half-plane and its complement. In the first two cases, 
the corresponding bits are memorized. In the last case C, memorizes the coefficients 
of the half-plane. 
Then the second half-plane of the first obstacle is loaded, etc. After the loading of all 
the obstacles is completed, each of the processors C’ memorizes exactly those equations 
of the half-planes which correspond to the obstacles, intersecting the neighborhood UP. 
Notice that on this stage the processors on d$fkrent angle $ levels in the configuration 
space grid G, memorize exactly the same information. 
5.1.2. The loading of the moving body is performed exactly as the loading of the 
obstacles, with the following distinction: The host computer loads the moving body 
data on each $-slice (layer) of G separately, with the central point of B placed at 
the origin (0,O) of the layer, and B rotated to the angle $. Thus, after loading B, 
each processor C,, p = (x, y, cp), memorizes the equations of exactly those half-planes, 
forming the rotated moving body B,, which crosses UP. This completes the stage of 
data loading. 
5.2. Computation of the geometry of FP 
This is the main part of the algorithm. We use geometric features of the problem 
to organize the information flow in such a way that each processor receives only 
relevant information. This reduces significantly the volume of data to be transmitted 
and processed. (Notice the similarity of the information flow, described below, and 
those of Section 2.) 
5.2.1. On the first stage, each processor which memorizes equations of the half-planes 
recomputes these equations into the equations of the half-spaces in the configuration 
space (x, Y, cp>. 
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5.2.2. Now starts the information exchange between the processors. On this stage it 
goes independently on each $-slice of the array, and it is based on the description of 
the complement of FP in P, as the union U,(O: + B) for all the obstacles 0,. Consider 
one of the obstacles Oi and the set 0, + B in P. 
We wish to describe the boundary of Oi + B in P. This boundary corresponds to 
the tangency of 0, and B, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, any point X of the ob- 
stacle Oi can influence the geometry of the boundary Of + B only at the point Y of 
the configuration space of the form Y = X + I), where I) is a vector, joining one of 
the boundary points 2 of B with its center. On the other hand, the only information 
required to describe locally Oi + B near Y, is a local description of 0, near X, and 
of B near Z. This fact suggests the following structure of the information flow: We 
choose a certain trajectory, 0, starting at the center of B, arriving to the boundary, 
and then making a complete turn along the boundary of B. Then the information. 
memorized at each boundary point of the obstacles O;, flows along the trajectory 
-g, and thus arrives at each point in the configuration space, where it is needed 
(Fig. 8). 
Let us now give a detailed description of this data flow, which form the central 
part of our parallel implementation. Remind that on this stage the information flows 
independently on each q-slice of the array, without exchange between the slices. (Of 
course, on the slice I// a rotated moving body B,J is used.) Therefore the description 
below is given only for $ = 0. 
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5.2.3. Constructing the trajectory rr. The central processor starts the construction, trans- 
mitting a signal to its right-hand side neighbor. On the next cycle this signal is further 
transmitted to the right side, until it reaches the first processor, memorizing equations 
of the boundary of B (see Fig. 8). This boundary processor in turn transmits the signal 
to its neighbor, which also “sits” on the boundary in such a way that finally the signal 
trajectory visits all the boundary processors in a counter-clockwise direction. (Notice 
that “cycles” below are not the elementary processor cycles, but comprise several of 
them. ) 
5.2.4. Each cycle of the trajectory construction, as described in Section 2.3, is accom- 
panied by the following operations: 
(i) The processor, transmitting the signal, also broadcasts the transmission direction 
(one of four possible directions) to all the processors in the slice. 
(ii) On the first cycle of the trajectory construction, each processor that memorizes 
equations of the obstacle boundaries transmits these equations to its neighboring pro- 
cessor in a direction opposite to the direction broadcasted. All these transmissions are 
performed simultaneously and independently. 
On each of the following cycles, each processor which received boundary equations 
on the previous cycle transmits them further in a direction opposite to the direction 
broadcasted by the processor which participates in the trajectory construction. In this 
way the equations, memorized in each of the obstacles boundary processors, are sub- 
sequently transmitted along the trajectory -0. 
(iii) The processor, which receives the trajectory construction signal, broadcasts to 
all the processors in the slice, the equations of the boundary of B, which it memorizes. 
The received equations are memorized only by those processors which had received 
the obstacles boundary equations earlier on this cycle. 
Thus on each cycle the processors, controlling the boundary area of FP, receive 
relevant information concerning both the obstacles and the moving body. In notations 
of Fig. 7 above, X is the processor on the obstacle boundary from which the equa- 
tion, received by the processor Y, was originally issued. Z is the processor on the 
boundary of the moving body, which participates in the trajectory construction on the 
current cycle. Hence Y receives on this cycle exactly the relevant information from the 
processors X and Z. 
(iv) Each processor, which receives the relevant boundary equations on the current 
cycle, upgrades its description of the boundary FP as follows: 
a. The equations received are combined as described in Section 4 above, to obtain 
a local representation of FP(Oi), for each Oi whose equations have been received by 
the processor earlier on the current cycle. As shown in Section 4, each FP(Oi) is 
represented either by a half-space, or as a union of two half-spaces. 
b. According to 4.5, the FPn U, is an intersection of all the FP(Oi). On each cycle 
the intersection of those FP(Oi) which have been already processed is represented 
according to 4.7 as the union of the intersections of half-spaces. The new FP(Oi) 
computed on the cycle are included into this representation. 
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This completes the description of one cycle of the main stage of the algorithm. When 
the trajectory (T is completed, each processor C, memorizes a complete description of 
FP n U,, in the form described in Section 4. 
5.3. Constructing representing points 
At this stage, each processor C, with U,nFP # 0 starts a construction of representing 
points in Vj and their intersections, according to 4.7. This procedure is performed by 
all the processors simultaneously and independently, and does not require information 
exchange. Also for each p’ neighboring to p, and for each V,, a representing point is 
constructed in Vj n U, n Up!. 
5.4. Local connection 
As all the representing points are constructed, each processor constructs the local 
connection graph, connecting those of the representing points constructed, which belong 
to the same component of FP n U,. This construction is performed as described in 
4.7. 
5.5. Connecting local components 
At this stage, the processors exchange information and construct (a local represen- 
tation of) the global graph AC. 
(i) On the first cycle, each processor C, transmits to each of its neighbors C,,J the 
coordinates of the representing points Z$’ found in T!’ n U, n U,I. 
(ii) On the second cycle, each processor C,, checks (for each of 2;) whether this 
point belongs to one of the convex sets V,” (representing FP n U,I). 
Each couple of the points Z$’ E Vip’ and 2:’ is memorized as a segment of the graph 
AC. (Clearly, 27 and z[’ can be joined by a straight segment inside 7” f’ Vlp’ n U,, n 
U,! s FP.) Notice that each segment Z~$” is memorized twice by C, and C,I. This 
completes the construction of AC. 
5.6. Signal expansion 
This algorithm is a well-known example of parallel computations, realizable on the 
parallel architecture of the type we use, and therefore we do not give its detailed 
description. This completes the description of the parallel implementation of the motion 
planning algorithm. 
5.7. Simulation results 
The algorithm has been tested on various examples. We now summarize briefly the 
results of this preliminary testing. We have considered the cases of the basic grid 
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with 16, 24 and 30 nodes in one direction. The corresponding relative accuracy is 
0.004, 0.002 and 0.001, respectively. In each case a number of obstacle configurations 
have been tested. In examples 1, 2, 3, given in Fig. 9 below, the grids used con- 
tain 303, 163 and 243 nodes respectively. The number of parallel cycles is 242, 91 
and 115, and the actual computing time on Sun 4150 is 33.2, 2.5, and 10.2 s, respec- 
tively. 
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6. Extension to non-polygonal objects 
The construction of the motion planning algorithm in the case of planar polygonal 
objects, given in Sections 4 and 5 above, at many stages used the combinatorics of 
polygonal objects and special features of their geometry. However, all the basic features 
of our algorithm, described in a general form in Section 3, remain essentially the same 
also for more complicated geometry of the obstacles and the moving body. In this 
section we describe shortly such an extension, concentrating mostly on the planar 
piecewise-smooth case. 
While in a polygonal case the geometry of FP is naturally described in terms of 
the “singularities” of the obstacles and the moving body (their vertices), in a general 
piecewise-smooth situation also smooth curved parts of the boundaries can contribute 
to the boundary of FP. Therefore we start with a general description of FP in terms 
of a generalized distance function. 
6.1. Distunce function and the jkr conjiguration space FP 
For any values of parameters z E P, determining the corresponding placement B(z) 
of our system B, denote by d(z) the square of the distance between B(z) and the 
obstacles 0: 
d(z) = min 11~ - y/l’. 
I tm:, 
(3) 
Clearly d(z) = 0 if and only if B(z) collides with the obstacles. Hence the free 
configuration space FP is defined by 
FP = {z E P, d(z) > 0) 
If we want to avoid near-collisions as well, we use FPo = {z E P, d(z)>6}, for 
some d > 0. 
The boundary FP’ of FP is given by the equation 2 = 0, where 2 is defined in 
a similar way. We shall subsequently represent d and FP (FP’) in the above data 
structure. 
Notice that in definition (3) of d(z) we can restrict x and y to the boundaries of 
B(z) and 0, respectively. Thus the number of the minimization variables is 2 for plane 
problems and 4 for space ones. However, it is well known that the complexity of the 
max (min) functions strongly depends on the dimension of the parameter z and much 
less on the number of the minimization variables [6, 1 I]. 
An additional information about the geometry of the system and the obstacles usu- 
ally allows one to reduce the number of the minimization variables (and sometimes the 
number of the degrees of freedom as well). For example, for piecewise-linear bound- 
aries one can restrict computations to the vertices and the edges (vertices only for plane 
problems). On the other hand there are important practical problems, where interaction 
of complicated surface geometries is unavoidable. 
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6.2. FHOD-representation of d(z) 
In Section 2 above we have described an algorithm, which produces an FHOD- 
representation of the distance function to a smooth curve in the plane. An algorithm 
for representing d(z) is similar, with the following important distinctions: 
1. In the case of plane piecewise-smooth objects, the space of parameters z - 
our configuration space - is three-dimensional. The list of generic singularities of 
d(z) and their normal forms becomes more complicated. This list can be found in 
[61. 
2. New types of singularities are possible, due to the fact that our objects are only 
piecewise smooth, and may have “comers”. However, the combinatorial structure of 
these new singularities is identical to that of the polygonal case, which is described 
in Sections 4 and 5 above. 
3. The information flow in computation d(z) is identical to that described in Section 
5: we construct a trajectory G, covering the boundary of the moving body B, and let the 
information from each obstacle boundary gridpoint travel along the trajectory, parallel 
to C. 
6.3. FHOD-represen tation of FP 
The second part (solving the equation d(z) = 0) requires construction of jet-calculus 
operations, extending the implicit function theorem to the FHOD representations of 
the distance-type functions. For regular points and for the simplest singularities (for 
example, of the types a and b in Section 3) this can be done in a straightforward 
way. For others it requires a developement of some essentially new tools of a jet- 
calculus. 
As the FHOD description of FP is completed, the local connection algorithm (Sec- 
tion 3) must be modified accordingly. We expect this modified algorithm to be still 
reasonably simple, since we expect the same local complexity bound ( ~20 parameters 
per gridpoint) to be preserved in an extended algorithm. This extensions form one of 
the main directions of our future research. 
7. Some complexity issues 
In this section we discuss some complexity questions, which arise naturally in the 
implementation of the motion planning algorithm. We did not try to produce rigorous 
complexity estimates, mostly because of the following reason: Too many implemen- 
tation decisions, described in this work, cannot yet be considered as firmly verified. 
Under these circumstances, it is difficult to fix reasonable assumptions and models for 
a rigorous complexity treatment. Since the complexity estimates for continuous algo- 
rithms are known to be extremely sensitive to the precise initial assumptions, they 
cannot be made reliable under these circumstances (see Section 7.3). 
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7.1. Space subdiaision 
In our implementation of the planar algorithm (Section 4), we stress that no subdi- 
vision of the configuration space is performed. Assume we subdivide P into noninter- 
secting cubes C,, centered at the gridpoints p E G, and try to find the representation 
of FP n C,. The boundary of C, consists of six planes, which we have to add to 
our processing. As explained in [7, Chapter 51, the number of combinatorially different 
situations we have to consider in the case of three planes is 4, it is 10 for four planes. 
it is at least 20 for five planes, and it grows even faster with each additional plane. 
Therefore, the local combinatorial complexity reduction we achieve, not subdividing P, 
is at least in an order of magnitude. 
7.2. Local complexity bound 
Let us consider this question as it appears in a parallel implementation model (Sec- 
tion 5.5). Here the complexity of each processor is proportional to the maximal possible 
complexity of the local processing. We choose the maximal number of four half-spaces 
as the local complexity bound. This implies 10 different combinatorial possibilities, and 
a reasonably low overall processing complexity, as described in Section 4. However, 
for five half-spaces, the number of different combinatorial possibilities is at least 20, 
and the local processing (or the processor) complexity blows up starting from five 
half-spaces. 
On the other hand, our (rather limited) experiments show that the number of grid- 
points, where the local complexity of FP exceeds our bound, is fairly low (especially 
if we restrict ourselves only to the “critical” gridpoints, where the possible trajectory 
passes). Practically, in any of the test problems shown in Section 5.7, such critical 
“overloaded” gridpoints do not appear at all. If we try to reduce the local complexity 
further, say to a maximum of three half-spaces, the typical proportion of overloaded 
gridpoints becomes significant, and prevents the algorithm from solving a part of the 
same test problems. We hope that a rigorous treatment of this problem will be possible 
at some stage. It will require computing the probabilities of various local configurations 
in a certain realistic probability model. 
7.3. Information ,flow 
Here very rough estimates of complexity can be obtained as follows: In the standard 
implementation of the algorithm, we process one after another (l//~)~ gridpoints. For 
each of this points, we have to find “active” obstacles, which requires processing of 
about (l/h) gridpoints on the boundaries of the obstacles, for each of (l/h) gridpoints 
on the boundary of the moving body B. Assuming that the complexity of the further 
local processing is a constant C, we get for the overall processing complexity the 
estimate of order C (l//~)~ + (l//~)~. 
Now consider an information flow implementation as described in Section 5. (We 
do not consider here a parallel implementation of the algorithm, but rather a 
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sequential of the based on flow.) On q-level, 
each on the of the must transfer information along 
trajectory parallel o-. Altogether requires (l//~)~ (the number bound- 
ary is l/h, well as length of The broadcasting in a 
implementation can reduced to those gridpoints just received 
obstacle information, this gives (l//~)~ operations. all the 
we get operations. Further is local, requires C( operations. 
Thus overall complexity the second is of CI ( 
Of course, computations cannot considered as convincing argument 
favor of or another implementations. Both be drastically 
by a organization of implementation details. improvements will 
pletely change form of above estimates. is one the reasons we do 
expect the complexity estimate be very on this stage 
of investigation.) However, do hope the computations illustrate and 
some of implementation decisions. 
8. Concluding remarks 
1. To produce a practically effective motion planner, we have to combine the above 
algorithm with the multiscale (or multigrid) approach. Indeed, there is no necessity 
to process from the very beginning all the free configuration space with the maximal 
required accuracy. We can start with a much coarser grid and to produce a “near- 
trajectory” with a much higher tolerance. Now the gridpoints along this trajectory, 
where a higher accuracy is required, can be subdivided and processed on a finer grid. 
2. Using higher-order representation can significantly reduce complexity of the “poly- 
gonal” algorithm. Indeed, a polygonal representation of smooth obstacles is far from 
being optimal. 
3. We did not discuss in this paper one of the very important features of the Taylor 
polynomial representations of smooth objects: We can significantly improve the accu- 
racy of such representations, if we introduce an interaction between the neighboring 
gridpoints. In particular, it was shown in [ 181, that in solving elliptic PDEs one may 
get a local discretization error of order h lo for the second order Taylor representation, 
if the optimal relaxation (involving the nearest neighbors) is used. A similar result for 
parabolic equations was obtained in [2]. Also in Taylor representation of maximum 
functions, in solving jet-equations, etc., this effect allows one to reduce significantly 
complexity of the representation. 
4. An approach described above can be modified to motion planning problems with 
additional requirements. In particular, the jet representation is convenient for motions 
with nonholonomic restrictions, for reducing redundancy [ 151, for singularities avoid- 
ing [17], etc. Various analytic control techniques can be naturally implemented in 
jet-representation-based algorithm. In particular, algebraic and finiteness effects in poly- 
nomial control problems, found in [3-S], can be interpreted in jet-based structures. 
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We hope also that many of the complexity questions, informally discussed in this 
paper, can be treated rigorously at some stage. For some initial steps in this direction, 
see [19]. 
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